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Social-political stability one of the important factors of building democratic,
fair society, any kind of development that is necessary in terms of workmanship,
positive changes in citizens life of stability of the society, the role social activity of
the people and civil responsibility in providing social-political stability of society
is analyzed in this article.
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В этой статье рассматривается роль социально-политический
стабильности как важнейшим условием построению справедливого
демократического общества, залогам развитию благоустройства в стране,
анализируется место и роль гражданско[й ответственности, социальной
активности человека и их участие в реформах общественной жизни в
процессе обеспечении стабильности общества.
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Ушбу мақолада ижтимоий-сиёсий барқарорлик демократик, адолатли
жамият қуришнинг муҳим омилларидан бири, ҳар қандай тараққиёт,
бунёдкорлик фаолиятининг зарурий шарти эканлиги илмий таҳлил этилган.
Фуқароларнинг жамиятда турли ислоҳотларда иштироки, ижтимоий
фаоллиги, фуқаролик масъулиятининг рўёбга чиқишининг жамият
барқарорлигини таъминлаш жараёнларидаги ўрни кўрсатилган.
Калит сўзлар: жамият, демократик жамият, барқарорлик,
ижтимоий-сиёсий барқарорлик, ижтимоий фаоллик, фуқаролик масъулияти.
Socio-political stability is one of the important factors in building a
democratic, just society. Today, the cornerstone of stability in the country is peace,
tranquility, ensuring harmony between members of society and various strata,
strengthening solidarity between citizens, local self-government bodies, all social,
political, economic and spiritual institutions. Sustainability, first of all, is a
necessary condition and basis for any development, creative activity. Sustainability
must be ensured in the life of society, in all its aspects, sectors and areas.
In a socio-politically stable society, citizens, social groups have a moderate
attitude to the existing political system, views, interests, harmony of social
relations, harmony in the activities of communities on national and religious
grounds. The political consciousness and worldview of the citizens of a socially
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and politically stable, spiritually healthy society is developing, which is manifested
as an important factor in ensuring social progress. In a socio-politically unstable
society, chaos, anarchy and chaos prevail, and it is natural for political crises to
occur in society.
The category "Social stability" is defined in the "Dictionary of Philosophy"
as follows: "Sustainability (social) - the existence of conditions for peace in society
and its strengthening; a state of solidarity between social strata, forces and political
parties; is a continuation of the state of social harmony between state and public
organizations, citizens ”1. The book "National Idea: Propaganda Technologies and
Glossary of Terms" defines social stability as "peace of society, harmony of
elements of the social system, cooperation and solidarity of representatives of
social units in society."
"Political stability" by M.Vasilik and M.Vershinin "Political science. Slovarspravochnik ”states that“ Different policies are a system of relations between
subjects based on the ability to effectively perform and implement the tasks
assigned to them in a certain whole ”3. Political stability can also be defined as the
existence of a strong, stable political system of a society, in which a stable,
harmonious and mutually beneficial relationship is maintained between the various
political actors operating in it.
The National Political Encyclopedia on the Internet defines social and
political stability as follows: “Sustainability in the scientific sense is the ability of a
society to maintain its balance without changing the structure of its political
system. Social stability is the effective existence and development of a social
system in the presence of external and internal influences, while maintaining its
structure and key quality indicators on a sustainable basis. The mechanisms that
ensure social stability are social institutions and civil society. Political stability is
the long-term existence and maintenance of a society's political system without
sudden changes. ”4
Thus, socio-political stability is the state of peace in society, the state of
harmony between social strata, the continuity of the state of social harmony
between the state and citizens, the stability of the political system of society, the
maintenance of stable relations between political actors.
According to Shermuhammedov, the principles of socio-political stability
are:
1) ensuring social justice;
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2) Ensuring interethnic harmony and cooperation in Uzbekistan;
3) ensuring peace and tranquility in our country, the strength of the borders
of our homeland and the integrity of our territories;
4) ensuring economic and political stability5.
Social stability is the maintenance of peace, tranquility, civil harmony,
peaceful, productive labor and well-being of the population, the formation of a
healthy lifestyle, the development of all spheres of socio-political life, the
maintenance of social balance.
Civic responsibility determines the socio-economic potential of any state and
society is one of the important factors in ensuring stability. . To deepen democratic
and legal reforms, it is necessary to turn citizens into active participants in the
democratic process, active defenders of democratic values. The level of
involvement of citizens in the reforms is the deep-rooted democratic values in the
minds of the people, the understanding of their social duties and responsibilities,
the desire to exercise their rights, a high cultural and educational level, the ability
to consciously understand their interests. At the same time, it is important that
democratic values such as freedom, equality of opportunity, social justice and
pluralism take root in the human mind.
The ultimate goal of the practice of forming a comprehensively developed,
active person is to change the real forms of his vital activity. This aspect of the
work provides practical assistance to the process of social change and education in
our country. Because, as the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan IA Karimov
rightly noted, “As we move to modernize our society, implement reforms, build the
foundations of a market economy, ... the cadres are stunned, far from determined,
not burning for the benefit of the people. We felt that the work was constantly
kicking us in the back, and frankly, we still feel it ”6.
Processes in society do not always run smoothly. Socio-political reforms
will take place at the expense of some hardships, difficulties and contradictions. At
the same time, citizens have a special responsibility, that is, they should not be
stunned or confused by the complex processes that exist. Therefore, overcoming
them with strong confidence and strong will should become a way of life for every
citizen. The political responsibility of citizens to society plays an important role in
addressing these issues. Political responsibility is the selfless service of citizens to
the interests of the Motherland and the people, the fate and work of the country,
their commitment to the development of society, active participation in socio-
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political reforms, decent participation in solving important issues of state and
society, peace and stability.
It is necessary to increase the effectiveness of advocacy work to form the
political responsibility of the general population. Because the effectiveness of the
work to promote the essence of the reforms being carried out among the population
today, the content of the adopted normative legal acts, the scale of socio-political
processes is not enough. At the same time, the participation of citizens in the
activities of socio-political institutions of society does not meet the requirements.
However, if citizens are active participants in the political process in society and
have a deep understanding of its essence, their political responsibility will expand
and their political activity will increase.
In different spheres of society, civic responsibility manifests itself in a
specific way, in connection with the processes that pertain to that area.
In the political sphere - citizens participate in socio-political processes
through their political culture, political activism, high responsibility for the work of
the Motherland and society. Citizens' deep understanding of the essence of the
ongoing reforms in our country, their conscious participation in these processes,
living with a sense of their duties, duties and responsibilities, serve as the main
basis for the manifestation of political responsibility in society.
In the economic sphere - the use of its potential to increase the economic
potential of society, economic policy, reforms, participation in the production of
material goods. At the same time, it is important that people create and implement
the basis for development through various technological, innovative projects,
discoveries, developments and programs, thereby helping our country to take its
place in world political and economic processes.
In the social sphere - the issues of encouraging citizens to take an active part
in public policy in the social sphere, social protection measures must be addressed.
Citizens contribute to the socio-economic and political development of the country,
reforms in this area through their social life, participation in social institutions,
activism.
In the spiritual-enlightenment, cultural sphere - it is important to be an active
participant in the work of raising the spiritual and enlightenment potential of
citizens, political and legal culture, raising the spirituality of society. In this regard,
the mobilization power of the national ideology, the awakening of the
responsibility of the population, the encouragement of them to initiative, the
realization of the qualities of creativity and efficiency play an important role.
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With the development of society, the importance of social factors in the
management of objective forms of civic responsibility increases. With the
development of society, the socialized presence of population activity also
develops. In the activities of people, the goals and ideas of society are expressed,
and their social nature develops and expands. In this sense, "Increasing labor
productivity, improving the quality and activation of the human factor, which
contributes to the creative initiative of man, is associated with the correct,
scientifically based setting of these socio-economic and spiritual tasks" 7.
In the process of ensuring socio-political stability in society, political
responsibility is manifested in its own way. The higher the political responsibility
of citizens, the greater their dedication and initiative to the work of society.
Citizens' political initiatives, efforts to preserve and develop society, the
development of the Motherland, the pursuit of peace will eventually become a
political responsibility, focused on the security and stability of the country and
make a significant contribution to it. As a direct practical result of this process, the
responsibility of citizens for the peace and tranquility of the country will increase.
As a result of the stated views on ensuring the socio-political stability of
society and the balance and coherence of civic responsibility, it is expedient to
address the following tasks in the life of society:
- Feeding the minds of citizens with the criteria of patriotism, national pride,
mutual trust, high responsibility, based on the historical, national, spiritual,
enlightenment and political values of our people;
-formation of high political consciousness, political culture, legal knowledge
in society under the influence of socio-psychological, intellectual and
enlightenment environment;
- to educate people in the ideas of peace, national integrity, social stability,
responsibility for strengthening the country's borders, democracy, freedom,
independence, to inspire them to fight against any external and internal threats,
threats, discrimination and violence;
- the creation of strong ideological immunity in society against the actions
that are contrary to the stability of the country, ie crime, corruption, dependency,
vandalism and other destructive elements.
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